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FINDING IT HARD TO 
FINISH THINGS?

Kanban is a simple but powerful tool that helps  
you and your colleagues to

• become more efficient and calmer by focusing on one assignment at a time
• deliver according to plan and progressively to shorten lead times
• communicate with colleagues more quickly and more clearly

And best of all: you can start using it today. With Kanban, you can achieve 
great changes by taking lots of small steps – and the first steps are pre-
sented on the following pages.

The piles of 
paper keep on 
growing … two 
new assign-
ments for every 
one I finish.

A constant stream 
of rush jobs and 
quick fixes! Where 
can I find time for 
my project?

KANbAN 
– THe ART OF FINISHING
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KANbAN COMPLeMeNTS OTHeR  
MeTHODS AND TOOLS

Kanban can help you to optimise the work methods and tools that 
you and your colleagues are already using, irrespective of whether 
these are inspired by Lean & Agile, or more waterfall-oriented.

Loads of customers, 
loads of assignments 
ongoing – but far too 
few invoices …

We’ve been talking 
about replacing the 
server for two months 
now without anything 
happening. How about 
we actually do some-
thing about it?

We can never keep 
to the Scrum sprint 
plan – there are  
always new things 
for us to deal with!

Are you looking for a simple 
solution to deal with a com-
plex situation at work? Read 
on and we’ll present the tool 
you need to help you focus.

Kanb
an

+ Scr
um

= tru
e!
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KANbAN IN SIMPLe TeRMS

Kanban can be described as a method for gaining overview and 
managing different types of workflow with clear, visual signals on 
the basis of the following four principles:

Limit the number of ongoing assignments!
The fewer the parallel tasks, the easier it is to focus.  
This results in an increase in efficiency.

Communicate visually!
Clear signals in the form of flags, signs or post-it notes 
are easy to comprehend, require few resources and help 
prevent misunderstanding.

Hunt down bottlenecks!
By continuously dealing with problems that create bottle-
necks, you can gradually ease the throughput.

Measure and develop!
Apply a golden combination of constant feedback and im-
provement philosophy. This will make it possible to boost 
efficiency and cut lead times in small steps and at a pace 
that shows consideration for the well-being of the staff.

Kanban is a concept born in “Toyota-sphere” and closely related to 
Lean and Just in Time production. 
看板 = Kanban where 看 [kan] means ’visible’ and 板 [ban] means 
“card” or “board”. In everyday Japanese, the word simply means 
“sign” or “label”.

Tid=
Pågående arbete

To-do Ongoing Done

Utströmningar
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The inner core of Kanban can be made even clearer through  
application of a fifth, summarising principle:

Focus on finishing, not on starting!

Most of us are much better at starting than at finishing. This may be 
because our civilisation praises those who invent and initiate, and often for-
gets those who complete and conclude. However, ideas and initiated work 
seldom generate business value; the tasks we conclude and deliver are the 
ones that generate value for the customer.

DO NOT
DISTURB

KANbAN IN eVeN SIMPLeR TeRMS
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STeP 1: MAKe A START
“ReCRUIT” KANbAN COLLeAGUeS & 
LAY OUT THe WORKFLOW

The starting point of Kanban is here and now, in line with the 
famous Nike slogan Just do it. To make a start, you do not need to 
take a training course or buy any special equipment – you can actu-
ally begin as soon as you finish reading this booklet.

Kanban exercise number one is to gather a couple of committed colleagues 
and work with them to select a workflow that you know inside and out 
and want to improve. Your task is to make the flow visible and divide it 
into separate sections. So grab a block of post-it notes and head over to a 
whiteboard in a room where you can work undisturbed.

1.  Limit the workflow
  Determine where the workflow you are to study STARTS and FINISHES. 

2. Divide the workflow into stages
  Review the steps that are carried out from initial order to final delivery  

 and write them down – one step per post-it note.

 Receive and 

check order

Await payment, 

if appropriate
Package 
order

example of a workflow: send out Kanban brochure
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WHAT TYPeS OF WORKFLOW ARe SUITAbLe  
FOR KANbAN?

Kanban is used today on all kinds of workflows in the software 
sector – usually those of a more continuous nature.
Here are some examples:

•  The maintenance flow for an off-the-shelf product supplied to a 
large number of customers.

•  The new development flow for the next generation of a whole 
product portfolio.

• The complete flow for customer support, maintenance and new 
functionality for a customer-specific portal solution.

3.  Create a flow chart
  Position the post-it notes in order. Supplement with notations on the   

 board, such as waiting times, physical locations and what the informa-
  tion exhange looks like in the workflow.

4.  Document
  Use your mobile phone to take a photo of the flow chart. This is not just a 
  backup in the event that someone “tidies away”, it is also an excellent  

 aid for the next step. It is now time to make more of your colleagues   
 “Kanban converts”.

Tid=
Pågående arbete

To-do Ongoing Done

Utströmningar

Frank the 
order

Send the 
order

Docume
nt!
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STeP 2: CHANGe YOUR MINDSeT
DeCIDe ON CONSTANT  
IMPROVeMeNT
before recruiting additional Kanban converts, it is a good idea to 
think a few things through:

•  What change do you want to make?
  Even out the workload? Lower the stress level?

•  What specific goals can you set up?
  Shorter lead times? Faster deliveries?

•  What part of the organisation do you need to have with you for the first step?
  Enthusiasts? The whole department?

•  How can you measure the goals you set up?
  Invoiced sum per month? Number of story points per month?

•  At what point would it be reasonable to start assessing the changes?
  In a month? In six months?

It is unlikely that you will have any definitive answers at this point 
– what is important is that you start to think about these things. 
The notes you make here are an excellent basis for the discussions 
ahead.

1. Call a meeting with the colleagues 
you consider to be most committed 

 Keep it so informal that you do not 
need to inform your boss or  
involve the whole group from  
the start.

2. Present your flow chart
 You can now start to present  

your flow chart to additional  
colleagues. Count on some real 
commitment when they have the 
chance to see your visualisation! 
Make sure to take notes that sum-
marise the conversation and the 
photo of post-it notes and com-
ments on the whiteboard.

Tid=
Pågående arbete

To-do Ongoing Done

UtströmningarTid=
Pågående arbete

To-do Ongoing Done

Utströmningar
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3. Sit down and discuss the points listed above
 This is where you start working to generate a shared view of the pro-

cesses and routines, and to disseminate a new perspective. Decide that 
you want to change, and decide how to determine whether you have 
improved 3–6 months down the line. There should be a process owner 
or a financial supervisor for the flow/the process who has an incentive to 
make something better. That person must be identified and must partici-
pate in Stage 2. Likewise, the recipient of the result of the flow: “What do 
YOU want to see improve?”

4. Agree on ongoing 
improvement

 Start a discussion 
about constant 
improvement work 
and about which 
parameters you are 
to choose to monitor 
this. Common exam-
ples include quality, 
ongoing work, lead 
times, throughput 
and waste.
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STeP 3. CReATe A KANbAN bOARD
APPLY A DIVISION THAT SUITS YOUR 
WORK MeTHOD AND FLOW

The next step is to create what most people associate with Kanban: 
a Kanban Board, where you can track the work visually. 

The board itself is nothing special – it is fine to work with a standard notice 
board or whiteboard. How you divide it into columns is defined by what the 
value stream looks like. To get going quickly, you can start with a simple 
Kanban Board divided into three columns:

• backlog (“to do list”)
 Use this column for all the work that needs to be done in the flow, but 

which has not yet been started. Every assignment is represented by a 
post-it note. The assignments are prioritised from top to bottom.

• Ongoing
 Use this column for the post-it notes that represent work that has been 

started but not completed.

• Finished
 The “end station” for the post-it notes. The notes are saved here for 

two reasons: to provide a basis for measurement and evaluation, and to 
motivate the team – nothing provides as much of a boost as the feeling of 
having got a lot done!

Backlog Ongoing Finished

Tid=
Pågående arbete

To-doOngoingDone

Utströmningar
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The throughput is directly affected by how much 
you attempt to keep going at the same time. This is 
clearly illustrated by Little’s Law – a formula drawn 
from classic queue theory. 

The lead time (week) = volume of work in progress (units) / 
throughput (units/week)

Let us say, for example, that the volume of work in progress is 20 
tasks and the throughput is four tasks/week. This translates into a 
lead time of five weeks. If we now reduce the WIP limit for the work in 
question to 16 tasks, the lead time falls to four weeks!

For the Kanban team, it is important to decide how much work can 
be handled in each stage. Each column on the Kanban board should 
therefore have what is known as a “WIP Limit”.

Ledtid= Mängden pågående arbete

Backlog
Pågående

Färdigt

Genomströmning

TWO IMPORTANT KANbAN PRINCIPLeS

1. THINK PULL INSTeAD OF PUSH!

A key principle in Kanban is that the flow is not created by pushing 
through tasks, but by creating demand downstream. In other words, 
it is a matter of pull instead of push. The pace is controlled by limiting 
the volume of WIP (Work In Progress) in each step. It is only when a step 
has space for more room that you can pull in tasks from the previous 
step. 

2. LIMIT 
 WORK IN 
 PROGReSS, WIP

Ledtid=
Mängden pågående arbete

Backlog Pågående Färdigt

Genomströmning

Ledtid=
Mängden på

gående arbe
te

Backlog Pågående Färdigt

Genomströmn
ing

Lead time=
Work in progress

Backlog Pågående Färdigt

Throughput
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STeP 4: START THe MeeTINGS
STUDY THe KANbAN bOARD  
TOGeTHeR
 
The Kanban board is a powerful tool for improving the efficiency of 
the process. It is now time to start using it by holding daily meet-
ings in front of the board. Together, you can study the movement of 
the post-it notes across the board, which provides a great deal of 
valuable information.

• Patterns of movement
 How quickly are the notes moving forward? Where are they getting stuck? 

Which columns are always filled up?

• Lead or cycle times
 How much time do we take for different tasks?  

(Lead times are measured from the start to the end of the  
process, e.g. from the time someone places the task in the  
backlog until it is moved to the “Finished” column).

• Profitability
 Are we delivering more  

value for the money?

• Quality
 Are we achieving a  

measurable improvement  
in quality – fewer errors,  
for example? Are the  
customers more satisfied?

• employee satisfaction
 Is staff well-being improving?

Please note that a daily Scrum meeting is different in 
principle from a daily Kanban meeting. The former  
focuses on what has been done since the previous  
meeting, while the latter concentrates on the flow  
– i.e. on what has got stuck and needs to be loosened.
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STeP 5: DeVeLOP THe MeTHOD
MeASURe, FeeDbACK AND “FeeL 
YOUR WAY” IN SMALL STePS

In the improvement work, you should focus on four areas:

1. Set a max. limit for the number of post-it notes/columns
 See previous page (WIP).

2. Adjust the scope of the tasks
 The post-it notes are to represent roughly the same amount of work. 

This generates a fair distribution of work and makes it simple to plan 
and to quantify the work done.

3. eliminate bottlenecks
 In every flow, there will always be at least one bottleneck that limits the 

flow through the entire process. The whole flow can only be improved by 
devoting efforts to dealing with the bottleneck(s). Remember that there 
will always be a bottleneck, and that as soon as you deal with one, a new 
one will appear. You should view this positively as it shows that not only 
are you eliminating problems, but that you are also becoming better at 
what you do.

4. Update the appearance of the Kanban board
 Is the board appropriate for your process? This is difficult to know from 

the start. It has to do with finding the right level of organisation and 
then adapting the board according to the way the company works. (For 
example, is your company function or flow-oriented?) If you work for a 
large organisation, you will probably have to divide the business up into 
subsidiary flows.

ReTROSPeCTIVe – FORUM FOR IMPROVeMeNT

Use what is known as a retrospective – a meeting held, for ex-
ample, every two weeks – to bring the group together for evalua-
tion. Study the measurement data and identify measures with the 
potential to improve the flow. Don’t be afraid of trying new things 
between the retrospectives, and update the board when necessary.
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ADVANCeD KANbAN
This is what a Kanban board might  
look like for an experienced team  
that has been working for a while  
on developing and improving the  
work process. Remember that  
there are no “standard methods”  
and that each team is to search  
for the solution that suits them.

The backlog column is the “to do list” for 

the process. The tasks are placed in order 

of priority and drawn into the flow in that 

order.

Backlog

It may happen that some tasks get stuck. The stop symbol – a red magnet – means “deal with problems before and after to get the flow moving again”.

Stop symbols

Workstations
The Board columns represent work stations 
(or process steps). In this case, entire teams 
are linked to each column – one member 
carries out analyses, one writes code, etc.

Backlog
Doing DoingDone Done

Implementation (3 )Analysis (3 )

Prio 1

Prio 2

Prio 3

Prio 4

Prio 5

X
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T homas

Assignments are represented by post-it notes. 

They may be of very different types, but should 

involve roughly the same amount of work. 

Information that it may be valuable to write on 

the notes includes the date, deadline (if appropri-

ate), reference number, and so on. Some teams 

use different colours to differentiate between 

different types of information (for high/low time 

priority, for example).

Assignments

A WIP figure has been written in each column. 

This figure refers to the maximum number of 

notes the column may contain (see page 11).

Work in Progress Limits

“Who does what” can also be visualised on the 

Kanban Board – either through a comment on a 

note, or by using magnetic name tags.

StaffTo make it easy for the team to see what 
is ready for moving into the downstream 
columns, you can divide each column into 
“Doing” and “Done”.

Pull

Doing DoingDone
Implementation (3 ) Deployment (5 ) DoneT est (4 )
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Kanban, which originated from the manufacturing industry, 
is a simple yet powerful tool for managing workflows. It is 
becoming increasingly common in the software industry. 
Correctly applied, the method can boost the efficiency of the 
entire organisation by highlighting bottlenecks, preventing 
“task-switching” and cutting lead times.

This brochure provides tangible advice about how to start 
working with Kanban so that you and your colleagues can

• become more efficient and calmer by focusing on one 
 assignment at a time
• deliver according to plan and, progressively, to shorten 
 lead times
• communicate with colleagues more quickly and more 
 clearly

It’s never too early to start working with Kanban.  
So why not make a start this afternoon?
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